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One of many charming anecdotes found in
Elizabeth Bishop's letlers describes her hosting an
"Easter breakfast party'' in Cambridge, Massachusetts, with Octavio Paz and his wife as visitors: "a
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1972). Perhaps partly because Bishop's Complete
Poems: 1927-1979 concludes with her translations from Spanish of five poems by Paz, that
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egg-hunting seems to me a possible parallel to
the art of translation. Paz's struggle to find the
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eggs and to understand the foreign "rites" was not
unlike Bishop's struggle translate poems from
Portuguese, French, and Spanish, and the book
that became in English The Diary of Helena Mor-
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Also featured

in this issue is Ann

Marie

Duggan's report on the recent history of the Great
Village school outhouse. This good-humoured

tribute to local history is in keeping with Bishop's
phenomenology of things
made, used, abandoned, sold, and restored. As

lthink, with.,. Octavio madly own respect for the

searching my bedroom and bathroom for eggs
all brand new to him, these Easter rites" (April 10,
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Translators grappling with Bishop's works
and life also engage in that kind of egg-hunting,
ln this issue of the News/effer, we're happy to
publish an entertaining, informative essay by Neil
Besner, who teaches at the University of Winnipeg, on his just-published translation of Rare and

Commonplace Flowers, Carmen Oliveira's account of Bishop's and Lota de Macedo Soares's
time together. Besner offers us a glimpse behind
the scenes at a translato/s challenges, painstaking work, and satisfactions. In our next issue, the
translation theme will continue with both a review
of Besner's translation and a piece by Michiru
Oguchi on her recent translation of Bishop's po-

"Sandpipe/'says: "no detail too small." Ann Marie,
as the writer of a Master of Architecture thesis that
designed

a visitors' centre for Bishop readers

in

Great Village, comes very qualified to report to us
on aspects of Great Village architecture.
Belatedly, we thank John Barnstead for serving
as a contributing editor from 1995 to 2000. To bring

up the matter of translation again, one of John's
contributions to the Newsletter was his intriguing
examination of translations of Bishop into Russian
(Spring 2001 issue). We also congratulate our
energetic former editor, Peter Sanger, on the publication this year of a chapbook of poems, Kerf, and
a book of essays, Spar: Words ln Place, both from
Gaspereau Press.
Lastly, as an addition to the survey we pub-

lished two years ago on poems addressed to
Bishop (spring 2000 issue), *e would like to add
that one of 'the Society's members, George Elliot
Clarke, has published in his most recent book, B/ue
(Polestar, 2001), "Le Tombeau de Bishop," perhaps

the newest of published poems addressed to
Bishop, and one of the very few by Nova Scotian
poets. The conversation between Bishop and other
poets shows no sign of diminishing.

ems into Japanese.

EBSNS Membership
To become a member of the EBSNS please write

to the address below and we'll send our brochure conThe EBSNS was formed in 1994 to celebrate the life and work of the poet
Elizabeth Bishop. It publishes a bi-annual newsletter. In 1996, it also published

ELIZABETH BISHOP: AN ARCHIVAL GUIDE TO HER LIFE IN NOVA
SCOTIA, documenting Bishop and Bishop-related records in Nova Scotia. The
EBSNS contributed to the purchase of an extensive family archive, which
documents Bishop's Nova Scotia childhood and is housed at Acadia University
Archives, wolfville, N.S. The EBSNS holds irs AGM in Great village in early
June. The EBSNS seeks through its various activities to recliim Elizabeth
Bishop as a Nova Scotia writer, thus enriching our literary and cultural heritage.

taining a membership form. Annual dues are $8.00 or
$20.00 (CAD) for three years.
Annual dues entitle you to two issues of the newsletter and all other privileges of membership.
Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia
P.O. Box 138

Great Village, Nova Scotia
BOM 1L0 Canada
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from Heidegger to Stevenson to support

trBSNS
The EBSNS
Nervsletter is
published in the
Spring and Fall.
Publishing
histor\-:

my thesis.

To the

NEIvSLETTER

I sympathize with Jonathan

Ellis'
dense a col-

difficult task in reviewing so
lection as Divisions of the Heart. Having
reviewed a number of books myself, I can
empathize with the constraints of time and
space. However, he appears to have misread my essay, "The World lnverted: En-

coded Lesbian ldentity in Elizabeth
Bishop's 'Love Lies Sleeping' and

1(1) Fall 199a

'lnsom nia'.

2(1) Spnng 1995
2(2) Fall 1995
3(1) Spnng 1996
3(2) Fall 1e96
a(1) Spnng 1997
-l(2) Fall 199r
5(1) Spnng 1e98

I'll leave it to Barbara Comins to
address Ellis' reductionist reading of her
essay, "(no one ever introduces Seamus
Heaney as 'the heterosexual lrish poet'),"
but, to my mind, his argument misses
many points. He says that neither Comins'
nor my essay "shift the debate forward"
from that begun by Adrianne Rich's examination of "marginality and outsiderhood."
On the contrary, I would suggest that my

essay does advance the debate

"

Ellis' criticism of my article hinges

on his misunderstanding of my thesis, in
his words "that because 'lnsomnia' is 'so
short, something...seems to be missing'."
This sentence appears on the sixth of a
seven and a quarter page essay of two

bY

de-marginalizing Bishop's poetry through
examining her use of language to fit into
the mainstream culture, or to "throw her
poetic voice" (Divisions 199). Furthermore,
isn't Rich's examination of marginality, in
itself, marginal by today's critical standards? ls Elizabeth Bishop a marginalized
outsider by twenty-first century standards?
It is to be expected that not all
readers will be "convinced" (Ellis' word) by
the critical perspectives espoused by all
the writers in this far-ranging collection;
however, I was dismayed by what I perceived as Ellis' misrepresentation of my
essay and its scholarly value to the body
of Bishop criticism. lt is possible to examine Bishop's work in close reading and
through the lens of her identity at the

5(2) trall 1998
6(1) Spnng 1999
6(2) Fall 1e99
r(1) Spnng 2000
:(2) Fall 2000
8(1) Spnng 2001
8(2) trall 2001
9(1) Spnng 2002

poems. My actual thesis, stated in the essay's first paragraph is, "More than many
of us, Elizabeth Bishop was often an inhabitant of two worlds, and her poems frequently use images of inverted perspec-

Subscription is brmembership in the Socien'.

'lnsomnia"' (Divisions 1 99).
While I am grateful to be counted

(.o-editors:
Briln lJartlett rrnd Srrndra B:un'

the "practitioners of the 'roaring world'
school of thought" of Bishop criticism,

same time.
Crystal Bacon, Sable River,

would encourage Ellis to review my essay
for attention to the details of the two poems in question. I cite the language, images and metaphors of both poems, as
well as the thoughts of scholars and critics

Opinions expressed are those of the author and
may not reflect the opinions of the Elizabeth Bishop
Society of Nova Scotia. The editors welcome letters
from members and any other interested readers.
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Schoolyard, to
Graveyard, to
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lost iahans0ation
by Neil Besner

I first read Carmen

Oliveira's biography of
Elizabeth Bishop and Lota deMacedo Soares in
1996, a year after it was published to warm reviews
in Brazil. I had reviewed the book for The Elizabeth
Bishop Bulletin in 1997 and wrote that the book had
to be translated into English. At that point I had no
thought of doing it myself; but by the time I met
Carmen six months later, in Worcester, where she
spoke at the Bishop conference about "Luminous
Lota," I had evidently undergone an unconscious
sea-change. I told Carmen I'd love to translate the
book.

My motives were richly selfish and wholly
impure. Looking back I recognize that I had begun
by then to see the translation as another opportunity
to think through what my life in Brazil had been as a
child I lived in Brazll from 1956 to 1962 and
returned there for three months a year, summers, for
many years after; half of my family still lives there).
It was a chance to do some sustained work with Portuguese, a language I have loved since I was six; and
it presented an invitation to re-imagine Bishop's
Brazrltan sojourn through other eyes.
Until then I had been interested primarily in
Bishop's Brazllian poems. Now I became fascinated
by this fuller and more complex portrayal, South, of
Bishop herself: her mind, her memories, her relationship with Lota, her relationship with the language
and the culture. Above all, I was excited to hear all
of this in Portuguese-so much so that bringing it
back into English seemed at first a kind of robbery
or reappropriation. And so my first misguided decision was to try to conserve the climate of feeling so
apparent in Portuguese-to save it for and in
English. I quickly discovered that this was impossible. What felt and read as powerful, incisive, and
just in Portuguese became thumpingly melodramatic
in English. Attempts at literal translation yielded a
florid, unintentionally comic syntax that trailed adjectives like lianas entwined around tropical trees
leaning aslant.
I worked over the first chapter for abQut a month,
and finally Faxed it to Carmen. Little did either of us
realize what kind or extent of exchange had begun.
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Shortly thereafter we switched to email, initiating
what became, at the end of four years and several visits to Brazll to work face to face, an archive of many
hundreds of messages, including my attempts to explain to Carmen what Brazll meant and means to me,
and her responses to that autobiography, in which she
gave me her story. In what seems now like a natural
development, we became friends. But I now see, too,
that we almost as easily could have written each other
off.
In Portuguese, Rare and Commonplace Flowers
reads as a cornucopia of idioms-from the rich street
slang of Lota's cook Edileusa, to Lota's own idiosyncratic barrages in the Portuguese of high society
(intertwined at every turn with that of the gutter), to
the maddeningly abstruse Portuguese of the professional and political bureaucracies she battled over
the Aterro that Lota built and lost in Rio de Janeiro.
Then there are the lyrics of popular Brazilian music-the sambas that Carmen reproduces, the songs

that, to Bishop's delight, Edileusa sings in the
kitchen. First we decided these must be translated;
then we decided that the original Portuguese must
accompany the translation.

Sometimes-often-I was stumped. One of
Edileusa's mishaps, early in the book, stopped me
cold. How to translate "saracatinga"? When various
dictionaries failed, when my sister, a professional
translator in Brazil, could not tell me what this particularly arcane word could possibly signify, another
email flew from Winnipeg to Ilhabela, querying Carmen; a high-humoured paragraph flew back within
hours, mock-chastising me for my illiteracy, for my
not knowing that "saracatinga" referred to Edileusa's
baroque breakdown.
For the first two years, we agreed that the book
would have to have what we called a Glossary,
explaining all of the references to Brazilian politics,
geography, history, and culture that would be familiar to a Brazilian reader but, we suspected, less
accessible to a reader abroad. We assembled the
Glossary chapter by chapter, defining everything
from "conto" (a thousand Brazilian cruzeiros, the
currency of the sixties) to "Carioca" ("a native or
citizen of the city of Rio de Janeiro") to DOPS ("a
very active political organrzation in the military government, responsible for torture and kidnapping in
the name of national security"). Then we reversed
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ourselves. A Glossary would violate the spirit of
the book, we decided. No footnotes. No index.
We'd incorporate any explanations into the story
itself. We explained that for a time, the state of
Rio de Janeiro became the state of Guanabara,
and then reverted to its original name. We explained the labyrinthine ins and outs of Brazilian
politics in the sixties. We explained the conception and the building of Braziha.
By the time I had reached mid-book, we had
taken to sending each other a more systematic
series of emails. Carmen would anticipate me,
sending "Pre-Notes" to the next chapter with
what she saw as potential problems; meanwhile I
would have sent her the first draft of the previous
chapter with a list of my questions at the end.
Back came "Post-notes." I retorted with Postpost notes. Some of the exchanges were exhilarating: in proposing or defending a phrase, strong
positions were taken. I suggested to Carmen that
when Vivinha and Lota quarrel at the end of the
chapter entitled "Pink Dog" (Vivinha, who hated
Bishop, triggers Lota's temper by asking,
"Speaking of annoyances, how is Cookie?") and
Vivinha tells Lota, in Portuguese, the literal
equivalent of "Go to shit," the best way to capture this force of feeling was to render it as
"Vivinha, go fuck yourself." Carmen agreed;
throughout, she gave me the last word. But not,
perhaps, without thinking "go to shit" a few
times.
We finished on a hot summer day in late
January 2001, sitting on a worn green bench in the
Botanical Gardens, the last draft in hand. Three
toucans top-heavy with bright orange bills
swooped and dipped overhead; at our feet, a family of micos (small monkeys) sat up in the grass to
attend to our final emendations. Close by, a
plaque commemorates the late Antonio Carlos Jobim, who made it his habit to come to this part of
the park every day. His plaque, unlike the one
commemorating "Lotta" on the Aterro, has his
name spelled correctly.

From Schoolyard, to Graveyard,
to Backyard*
Great Village School Outhouse Finds A New Home

Yes, you've read correctly! The outhouse that once
belonged to the Great Village School in Great Village,
N,S., has been moved to the property of the BulmerBowers-Tingley residence, thus saving it from a doubtful future.
The Great Village School, opened in 1904, is now a
provincially registered heritage property. lts essential

outhouse was positioned to the left of the school as
one views it from the main road.1 lt was located there

until sometime in the 1960's. When the school received plumbing, the outhouse was moved to the other
side of the village to the Mahon Cemetery.2 There,
until recently, it was used as a shed to store landscaping equipment. lt was then decided by the cemetery
committee that perhaps the "shed " needed more upgrading than was financially justified and perhaps it
was time to replace it. The outhouse was offered to a
new owner, provided that the structure be moved to a
new site.

Through the grapevine, Mr. Paul Tingley, resident
of Great Village, heard of the offer. He had been contemplating building a shed to store his equipment for
his expanding garden. But he was concerned that it
had to be in keeping with his house. Paul lives in no
ordinary house. He is the proud owner of the house
where the renowned, poet and writer, Elizabeth Bishop
(191 1-1979) lived for a time as a child and subsequently made many visits (the home of her maternal
grandparents, the Bulmers). lt too is now a provincially

registered heritage property. lts style is Classical Revival, in vernacular form. The main part of the house is
a rectangular, gable-roofed structure, though it has be-

come more complex as

a

result

of extensions,

porches, and dormers. lt's clad in white clapboard and
has a tin shingled roof.

1

Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia
Every year Bishop scholars from all over the world
make pilgrimages to Great Village and to the house
where Bishop once lived. The village and the house are
featured in many of Bishop's writings, and scholars and
interested people feel the need to come and see it for
themselves. Paul knew he couldn't put just any shed in
his garden. He thought the outhouse would be a fitting
complement to the house-plus it had historical
significance.

Paul knew he had his work cut out for him but he
was up to the challenge. And so the Outhouse was
moved in September 2000, on a low flatbed truck, to
Paul's garden where he had prepared a special spot.

The wood structure is 11' X 17' by its exterior
dimensions. At one time it was divided into three
sections-one for boys, one for girls, and one for

teachers. The boys' and girls' sections were further
subdivided for big boys/little boys and big girls/little girls.
These divisions account for its three doors and six
windows. Recollections from some of the members of
the Great Village Historical Society, and the Elizabeth
Bishop Society of Nova Scotia, describe two holes for
the teachers, five for the girls, and five for the boys plus
a sort of galvanized urinal. (No one would admit having
been in both sides.) lt sat up on a foundation and had a
"clean out tray'' underneath. A fence, which extended
from the outhouse almost connecting to the side of the
school, separated the boys from the girls.
It was well built. The exterior is clad in white
clapboard. The interior is of horizontal tongue and
groove boards on the walls. There is also a suspended
ceiling and the windows have decorative trim. Currently
the gable roof has asphalt shingles but Paul plans to
convert to wood shingles. The rotten floor has already
been replaced. An old photo, supplied by Meredith and
Robert Layton (owners of Layton's General Store-a
registered heritage property), shows a cupola (for
decorative and ventilation purposes) which Paul may
recreate, And, of course, there's lots of graffiti and
signed names adding to its character.
Perhaps when the renovation is complete, it may be
appropriate to hang inside one of Bishop's poems from
her days at Vassar :
"Living Next To The Toilet"
(recollected by Mary McCadhy)

Ladies and Gents,
Ladies and Gents,
Flushing away your excrements,
I sit and hear beyond the wall,
A sad continual waterfall,
That sanitary pipes can give,
To still our actions primitive.

Or, one could quote the more serious Bishop, as
she wrote in "Reminiscences of Great Village":

Page

"and the two holes of the privy were their eye-

sockets looking vacantly down into death and

decomposition. The eyes in the skulls of the angels on
grey slate tombstones are similarly placed and as
hopelessly blind..." (Box no. 54.13, p.1-Vassar Coilege
Libraries, Special Collections).

Paul's moving and saving of the outhouse is
gratefully acknowledged by the Elizabeth Bishop
Society of Nova Scotia. There is no doubt that this will
strengthen the heritage of Bishop, the school and the

village as

a

whole. And,

in

recognition

of

the

preservation of the Great Village School Outhouse,
the Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia donated a sum of
$200.00 to go towards the expense of the move and

upgrade

of this unique and significant structure.

Paul is even considering becoming a member of
the Outhouse Preservation Society. Who knowsmaybe some day the Outhouse will be a registered
heritage property? For Bishop scholars and followers,
it will be another reason to visit Great Village, one
which Bishop's sense of fun would no doubt find of
enteftaining significance.

1. Bishop began the chronicles in "Primer Class" by writing: 'The
school was high, bare and white clap-boarded, dark-red-roofed, and
the four-sided cupola had white louvers. Two white outhouses
were set farther back, but visible, on either side." (Elizabeth

Bishop, "Primer Class", The Collected Prose. Farrar, Strauss &

Giroux, New York, 1984, page 7). Though this may not be
historically accurate, Bishop may have wanted to emphasize the
symmetry of the school.

2.

Mahon Cemetery is the location of the graves of Gwendolyn
(Patriquin), William and Elizabeth Bulmer, Arthur and Mabel Bulmer
(and two infant children), Grace Bulmer Bowers, Mary Gourley,

Maude Bulmer Shepherdson and Hazel Bowers (owner of the
"Bishop" house for over fifty years).

Ann Marie Duggan
(Architect, Member of the Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia and
current Board Member of The Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova
Scotia)

*Thanks to Sandra Barry,
current co-editor, for her
information, advice and clever idea for a title and to
Brian Robinson for reference information.
And thanks to Peter Sanger, former editor of the
EBSNS Newsletter, and Brian Bartlett, current coeditor, for their invaluable editorial advice.

And special thanks to the Great Village Historical
Society members for their input, the Heritage Trust of
Nova Scotia for seeing the real value of an Outhouse,

and of course, Paul Tingley, who has acquired no
ordinary garden shed.

An earlier version of this article was published in
"The Griffin," the newsletter of the Heritage Trust of
Nova Scotia.
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nAnfi AI$l C0Mltil0NPtltCE FL0WEBS: THf, STORY 0F ETIZABETE BISHOP
IINII I,OTA IIE MACEIIO SOARES
by Camen 0liveira, trans. by Neil Besner.
Cloth $26.

us. rsBN 0 81353033 4.
Available from Rutgers University Press,
100 Joyce Kilner Ave.,
Piscataway, NJ 088t1-8099.
http:/rutgerspres s.rutgers.edu.
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'BISHOP NOTLS'

Divagation

..." a footnote.

In what circumstances does anyone first become aware of a word? Theodore Colson informs us that he first
came across "that great word" divagation in Elizabeth Bishop's "The Moose."1 In my case, Bishop's poem was the
second time I'd stumbled across divagation. It was a moment of recognition because it reminded me of its use by
Francis Ponge the French poet who has, of course, been connected with Bishop in ways which seem only to have
obscured attempts to delineate the French connection in Bishop's lineage.' Here are the lines which first piqued
my geographer's attention;

it all comes from the fact that man, like all individuals ofthe
animal kingdonl is in some way too much in nature: a sort of vagabond
who during his lifetime, seeks the place at last of his rest: his death.
This is why he aftaches so much importance to space, which is the place
of his vagabondage, of his divagation, of his slalom.'
Perhaps

Think of even the briefest summary of Bishop's life of travel with, say, her home at Key West as her
"observatory.'{ We think of Bishop fulfilling her destiny in this divagation-observatory relationship. Colson links
it to the famous "Darwin letter" via "dreamy" as the other half of observation. Admittedly, Ponge's animism is a
more timeless space "(also death)." From which I will escape by saying what I wish to footnote is something more
trivial which-is that in the original New Yorker version of "The Moose" "divagation" is misprinted as
"divigation."' Now, as we all know, The New Yorker does not make mistakes, so this may have been a Bishop
autodidactic misspelling. Or was she led astray by some presumed etymological link to divination? And wouldn't
"dreamy divination," (reading time through space) have worked just as well? Il which case I will end with some
more Pongban ruminations on divagation as divination;
This is why the least arrangement of things in the least fraction of space
fascinates him:
In the wink of an eye he deems it his slalom, his destiny.
And not only the disposition of the entrails of sacred fowl, that of cards
shuffled and spread out upon the table, that of the grounds of coffee,
that of dice when they havejust been cast.

Actually, one last thought----cast the dice once more and think of Bishop conflating divination-divigation, thereby
discovering "that great word" divagation.
Brian Robinson
References and footnotes
Theodore Colson, " 'Over 2,000 fllustrations and a Complete Concordance': a Mcluhan Mosaic" in Barry, Davies,
Sanger, editors Divisions of the Hean, Wolfuille, Gaspereau Press (MMI) p. 224
Richard Mullen, "Elizabeth Bishop's Surrealist Inheritance," American Literature 1982, 54, pp. 63-g0; Lorrie
Goldensohn, Elizabeth Bishop. the Bioeraphv of a poew, New York, Columbian University Pres s (1992) p. 121
Francis Ponge, "Still Life and Chardin" in Thinss selected and hanslated by Cid Corman; New York Grossnan/Musinsha
(197L) p- 1,14. Emphasis in original. Incidentally, divagation is the same in French.
Barbara Page, "Off-beat Claves, Oblique Realities" in M. M. Lombardi ed. Elizabeth Bishop: The Geography of Gender
Charlottesville, University Press of Virginia (1993) p. 196
I owe this to Sandra Barry who knew about my fixation with this word. She said, "See The New Yorker (July 15, 1972)
p. 27, you will find it interesting."
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The editors welcome submissions for this new feature of "Bishop Notes," meditations on words,
images a.nd ideas in Elizabeth Bishop's art.
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